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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Can You Learn How to Swing? With A Rhythmic Twist from Hudson Limited, The Answer
is Yes!
Hudson Music has once again teamed up with drumming artist/author Jeff Salem on a book/MP3
package entitled A Rhythmic Twist: Triplet Concepts for Drumset. Can you learn how to
swing? Yes, and this book will show you how!
A Rhythmic Twist: Triplet Concepts for Drumset will give you a huge vocabulary of creative
triplet grooves and fills to play in every style. The book does this by taking common,
comfortable 16th-note patterns and adapting them into a triplet feel. The results are amazingly
musical and refreshingly creative, and will give any drummer tons of new ideas to play within
any swing-based groove.
Salem (author of Hudson’s Messin’ Wid Da Bull book/CD) covers many concepts, including
solidifying your basic triplet grooves in various styles, moving around the drumset with triplets,
incorporating the bass drum into your fills, creating interesting triplet grooves using 16th notebased rhythms, applying paradiddle concepts to triplet grooves and fills, incorporating rests into
your swung phrases, and more. In the later chapters, the triplet rhythms presented are applied to
fills that can be used in blues, R&B, rock and hip-hop settings, and are also applied specifically
to jazz concepts to broaden your independence and vocabulary in a traditional swing setting. An
introductory section with basic triplet feels and a listening guide is designed to start beginninglevel drummers on the right path to understanding swing-based styles.
The book comes complete with an MP3 CD presenting play-along tracks in many styles, which
are designed for you to apply the concepts learned in the book. The disc also includes
demonstrations of nearly every example in the book.
A sample lesson and audio excerpts from A Rhythmic Twist are available at
www.hudsonmusic.com. Hudson Music DVDs, Book/Audio packages and digital downloads are
sold at leading drum shops, music stores and online retailers. For more information, go online to
www.hudsonmusic.com or contact Hudson Music at tel: 212-643-1028, fax: 914-945-0910, email: info@hudsonmusic.com. Distributed in the United States and Canada by the Hal Leonard
Corp., 7777 W. Bluemound Rd., Milwaukee, WI 53213, tel: (414) 774-3630, fax: (414) 7743259, www.halleonard.com.
About Hudson Music
Hudson Music, founded in 1998, specializes in capturing the creative process behind the playing

of musicians who will have a lasting impact on music, so that we can help provide musicians,
both aspiring and professional, with inspiration as well as information. Formed by instructional
music video pioneers Robert Wallis and Paul Siegel, Hudson Music has emerged as industryleaders in drum education videos.
Hudson Music DVDs, Book/Audio packages and digital downloads are sold at leading drum
shops, music stores and online retailers. For more information visit HudsonMusic.com or contact
Hudson Music via phone at 212-643-1028, fax: 914-945-0910, e-mail: info@hudsonmusic.com.
Distributed in the United States and Canada by the Hal Leonard Corp., 7777 W. Bluemound Rd.,
Milwaukee, WI 53213, tel: (414) 774-3630, fax: (414) 774-3259, www.halleonard.com.
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